The existence of the ancient Mataram kingdom indicates that the Javanese community has been there at that time. More historical fact is the existence precedes the kingdom of Kalinga. In the daily life of the Javanese people that time until today, there were a variety of events such as trading/monetary, calendar system (called calendar) and building construction, conscious or not require knowledge of mathematics such as number and number bases. The concept of the current number basis that used in mathematics is the result of the development
Introduction
Using of Decimal system today is the development of the decimal system that used Indian nation, and then was adopted by the Arabic nation and later used by Europeans until today has been used the nation all over the world. The Mayans also used concept of place value, but with 20 points so called base 20 (vigesimal). The ancient Egyptians, Chinese, Greeks, Romans used number base 10 but did not include (yet use) the concept of place value (NN, 2007) . The Sumerians and Babylonians also did not use the concept of place value, on the basis of 60 (heksagesimal) yet. Javanese people already use number base 10 included the concept of place value and 10 pieces of figures but the figures used are taken from the Javanese letter (alphabetical decimal system). This fact explained that the use of the decimal system (base 10) is a development from initial concepts that support it. In all the civilizations that have been using the place value system, such as the Mayan and India civilization, the symbol number 0 has been found and then be used. Furthermore, all the numbers after the symbol of the unit number using a combination of unit numbers. The symbols on the unit number of Indian civilization different from each other, while the number in Maya civilization is a combination of several number symbols. Hindu-Arabic numbers currently used in mathematics are different each others in its unit numbers and developed from symbol of India number. Civilization that did not using the place value system yet, does not have the symbol of the numbers 0 and must create a symbol of new number for any powers of the base number. Symbols of unit number can be different from each other, for example the Chinese civilization is a combination of several symbols or numbers, for example on Ancient Egyptian, Sumerian, Babylonian, and Roman civilisation (NN, 2007) .
Number system that uses a base number (radix) 10 is called the decimal number system. The characteristics of the decimal system that is currently used in mathematics are 1. To be formed by 10 pieces of numbers and its combinations 2. Using the concept of place value In the decimal system, the smallest number is 0 and the largest 9. Number ten is represented by the number 10 which is a combination of the numbers 1 and 0. In the decimal system, all numbers greater than 9 is expressed as the combination of 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. In addition, the term numbers, figures, and digits that are all the numbers used to form a certain number. Digits in number 10 are 1 and 0, while the digits in number 231 are 1, 2, and 3 (Komar and Ruslani, 1990) . Digits itself means a single digit number. Base of numbers that currently used in mathematics is the base of number 10 or the decimal number system. Indonesia also adopted the decimal system. In the decimal system, the unit is placed in the rightmost position. 
Application of Method
This study uses a review of historical sources method such as study literature and field studies in the form of interviews with experts of Javanese culture and another Javanese community as performers of Javanese culture, among others vendors, puppeteer, poet, and literary Javanese expert. The literature that used are the form of fiber, chronicle, historical sites, articles and others. There are two ways to research the existence and use of mathematics in sengkala memet, that are (1) starting from the most distant past and (2) starting from the time closest to the current. The first way will provide the information the first time realized the mathematical knowledge, known and used by the Javanese community, as well as the types of mathematical knowledge known at the time.
The second way will provide information mathematical knowledge of what is left and used in the daily life of Javanese community. The first way research can be done by tracing the historical sources, writing, books and chronicle, while the second method can be done by interviewing people who are still using Javanese and conserved number system in Javanese cultural treasures.
Discussion of Results

Base of Number on Trading Base of Number 10 on Trading
Trading in the number of tens by the Javanese community called jinah. Buying sejinah (one jinah) tofu know that it means buying 10 pieces tofu. Thus, two jinah (rong jinah) contains 20 pieces, and so on. To conclude, the presence of the term jinah demonstrate base of number concept 10 in the form of tally system with tens of cycles has been known to the Javanese community Base of Number 12 on Trading Trading by selling something that contain 12 pieces called lusin. This seems to be the influence of the British or Dutch. In the British, buying and selling in the number 12 is called the dozen, and the Javanese community tongue reciting with dusin or dozen. Therefore, 1 dozen consists of 12 pieces, then two dozen consists of 24 pieces, and so on. British influence in commerce a number 12 proven by the term of gross that taken from the English language with a 1 gross gross contains 12 2 or 144 pieces. The term gross provide other knowledge base regarding the use of the concept of number is more advanced. The number 12 that called a dozen (dozen) and the number 12 2 that called gross showed that the use of place value indicated by the powers. Thus, the base 12 is alreadyt no only used tally system with a cycle, but also brought to the concept of base number is more precise, it's just that fact stop at 12 2 , because the term for the 12 3 , 12 4 has not been found and so on.
Base of Number 20 on Trading
Trading by selling something that contain 20 called kodi. Thus, 1 kodi is 20 pieces so 2 kodi contains 40 pieces. The term kodi is generally used at textile or clothes trading. The term kodi indicate that the concept of base number 20 is a tally system to cycle has been known the Javanese community. It is not known term to 20 2 and so on.
Base of Number on Measurement of Length Building Constructions Base of Number 2 on Horizontal Measurement
By using kilan as the beginning of a unit of measure, it obtained information that 1 hasta = 2 kilan and 1 depa = 8 kilan. Therefore, 1 hasta = 2 kilan then 2 hasta = 4 kilan and 4 hasta = 8 kilan. But 8 kilan = 1 depa (Kurniawan, 2011) called depa. This suggests the use of base number 2 by way of a name or term for each 2 n with n = 0, 1, 2, and 3. For n greater than 3 is not known yet. tebah. The link of relationship between dedeg and tebah and dedeg and cengkang cause measurement disharmony because the link between the two relationship causes existence of size 10 cengkang = 17 tebah which will lead to fewer problems in the measurement.
Base of Number on Monetary System Base of Numbers 2 and 10 on Monetary System with Copper Currencies
The monetary unit that only known in East Java, especially during the Majapahit is picis, used to refer to a copper coin from China or under the influence of the Chinese currency. Here is the similarity value for some of the currency in relation to currency picis (Nusantara, 2009 ): Base of number 2 was obtained from the relationship 100 picis = 1 kupang (sakupang) 200 picis = 1 atak (seatak) 400 picis = 1 masa (samasa /samas) From this information there is a relationship 4 kupang = 2 atak = 1 masa which shows the application base of number 2. Furthermore, for 2 0 use the term kupang, 1 use the term atak, and 2 2 use the term masa. This suggests the application base of number 2 by given a name or term for each 2 n with n = 0, 1, and 2. For n greater than 2 is not known. In base of number 10 there are ten number symbols can be loaded at the keti, laksa, tali, and kupang positions. Therefore, the composition 1011 means 1 keti 0 laksa 1 tali 1 kupang or (1 x 10 3 ) (0 x 10 2 ) (1 x 10 1 ) (1 x 10 0 ) = 1000 + 10 + 1 = 1011 kupang. Mathematics writing is 1011(10) = 1011(10). Thus, if a person has money for 1 keti 1 tali 1 kupang, the amount of money is 1011 kupang or 101.100 picis. Analogous with the present, keti are thousands, laksa are hundreds, tali are tens and kupang is a unit. A number money 1 keti 0 laksa 1 tali 1 kupang can be read 1011 at this present is analogous with 1 thousands 0 hundreds 1 tens 1 unit or one thousand eleven.
Base of Number 2 on Monetary System with Gold and Silver
The fact that the use of gold and silver in addition to the monetary system as a tool of trading is also measured in units of weight, called tahil. Tahil unit weight used for all kinds of goods, such as iron, corn and others. So, not only for gold and silver, but also for all types of goods, 1 tahil around 37.5 grams or 38 grams. For gold, the unit tahil (ta) is replaced with suwarna (su) and for silver replaced dharana (dha). The following are the names of the units used in the calculation of the weight of gold or silver (Nusantara, 2009 ):
1 tahil (ta) / suwarna (su) / dharana (dha) ~ 38 gram. 1 masa = 1/16 tahil/suwarna/dharana 1 atak estimated 1,2 gram, so 1 atak = ½ masa = 1/32 tahil 1 kupang estimated 0,6 gram so 1 kupang = ¼ masa = 1/64 tahil 1 saga estimated 0,1 gram but also called 1 saga = ¼ kupang Possibility 1 tahil determined about 38 grams. Other calculations is estimated to be 1 tahil around 37.5 grams, when rounded to 38 grams. The information can be obtained from the following table : 
